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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to show that flag varieties may be used to 
construct a model for Quillen’s space BGl(k)+ when k is a field, and to give 
applications. The method of proof is based on the theory offpqc torseurs as 
it appears in [4], and makes essential use of the Serre Conjecture 1141. 
Let k* be the simplicial k-algebra with n-simplices 
k, = k[xo,..., X~l/& - 1) 
and faces and degeneracies induced, respectively, by 
&(Xj) = xj, j < i, 
= 0, j = i, 
=xj-], j > i, 
Sj(Xj) = xj, j < i, 
=xj+xj+,, j = i, 
=Xj+]? j > i. 
Following [4], the flag variety FJn,,..., n,), which has k-rational points 
consisting of r-tuples (V, ,...1 V,) of subspaces of k”’ such that 
v, c v* c *.* c V,. and dim,(Vj) = n, + rr2 + .. . + nil is identified with a 
functor from the category M, of k-algebras to the set category E. Applying 
this functor to k, yields a simplicial set F,,,(n, ,..., n,)(k,). Define 
F&n, ,..., n,) to be the colimit of the canonical inclusions F,(n, ,..., n,) c 
FAT+ I@, ,**-7 n,.) in the functor category. One of the basic results of this paper 
is 
THEOREM 1. The spaces F,(n, ,..., n,)(k,) and B(GZ,! x ... x Gl,,)(k*) 
are homotopy equivalent. 
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Here, B(GZ,, X .+a X Gl,J(k*) is the simplicial classifying complex of the 
simplicial group (GI,, x .a. x G&&k*). Simplicial sets will be identified with 
topological spaces at will, but the homotopy equivalence of Theorem 1 
actually occurs in the simplicial set category S, since F,(n, ,..., n,)(k,) is a 
Kan complex. An easy corollary of Theorem 1 is that BGI,(k*) arises from a 
colimit of Grassman varieties. 
The next step is to define a stabilization map s: F,(n) -P F,(n + 1) which. 
up to homotopy equivalence, is induced by the homomorphisms 
G1,(R) -+ GZ,, ,(R), R in M,, that are defined at a matrix M by 
Mb 1 0 [ I 0 M’ 
The main result is 
THEOREM 2. BGl(k,) is homotopy equivalent to l& (F,(n)(k, + ’ 
F,(n + l)(k,)). 
It is well known, finally, that BGZ(k*) has the homotopy type of BGl(k)+ 
(see (5, lo]). Th eorems 1 and 2 are proved in the first section of this paper. 
The applications begin in the second section, which is reserved for the 
proof of 
THEOREM 3. Let L be a finite simplicial complex. Then there is an 
abelian group isomorphism 
(L, BGl(k) + ] z &,(A ‘L), 
where A”L is the k-algebra of O-forms of L and R0 is reduced K,. 
A description of the O-forms functor may be found in [7] and [ 111. 
Theorem 3 is a generalization, for the case of fields, of a result of Dayton 
13, p. 1351 which found recent use in [ 161. 
Much of this material was developed in an attempt o calculate the modp 
K-theory of an algebraically closed field of characteristic not equal top. The 
starting point in this attack is the observation that, for such a field k, the 
group of units k* satisfies 
H”(Bk*; Z/pZ) E Z/pZ[t], 
where t has degree 2. Furthermore, it is not hard to see that F,(l)(k,) is a 
K(k*, 1). In the third and final section of this paper, it is shown that 
K,(k; Z/pZ) would be a polynomial ring over Z/pZ on a degree 2 generator 
(at least for odd primes p, see [2]), provided that the following could be 
proved. 
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Conjecture 4. There is an isomorphism 
ff*(F,(l)(k*); Z/PZ> z z/Pzltl/(t”>~ 
where deg(t) = 2, and the inclusion F,(l) c F,( 1) induces the canonical 
surjection Z/pZ[ t] ++ Z/RZ[ t]/(P) in mod p cohomology. 
The original draft of this paper did not contain the calculation of 
K,(k; Z/pZ) from Conjecture 4. I am grateful to the referee for suggesting a
proof. 
1. FLAG VARIETIES 
Let k be a field. The flag variety F&z, ,..., n,) is defined, as a functor from 
the k-algebra category M, to the set category E, for 1 < ni, 
nl + . ..+n.<N,andRinM,by 
F,(n, ,..., n,)(R) = i(Q, 1...y Q,>L 
where each Qi is a split projective subobject of RN of rank n, + +a. + ni and 
Q, c Q2 c . . . c Q,. The assignment 
(Q, ,..., Q,> ++ (Q, OR Ss.., Q, OR S) 
associated to the k-algebra homomorphism 0: R -+ S defines the function 
8, : F,(n, ,..., n,)(R) + F,dn, ,..., n,>(S). 
Recall that F,(n, ,..., n,) is smooth over K [4, p. 3271 and is therefore 
reduced. 
There is a canonical action of the k-group-scheme GIN on FN(n, ,..., n,), 
which is defined, for g in GIN(R) and (Q, ,..., Q,) in F,(n, ,..., n,)(R), by 
g . (Q, ,..., Q,> = (g 0 Q, y...y g 0 QJ 
Let (e, ,..., eN} be a fixed basis for the vector space kN. The standardjlag x 
of F,Jn, ,..., n,)(k) is defined by 
x= (k”l,k”l+“z ,..., k”l+‘.‘+‘Q), 
where, for example, k”l+“z is the subspace of kN which is generated by 
Ie en,+” ]1-*-, ,}. The standard flag determines a canonical scheme 
homomorphism 
p, : GIN + F,(n, ,..., n,), 
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which is defined by p,(g) = g . x, for g in GI,(R), where x, is the image of x 
in F&r, ,..., n,)(R) under the map induced by the structure map k + R of the 
k-algebra R. p, is faithfully flat, since F,,,(n, ..., n,) is reduced and p,(K) is 
surjective for all fields K in M,, by 14, p. 2421. 
LEMMA 1.1. px induces a Jibration 
(PA : GMk,) --) ~,v(n,,.-.,n,)(k,) 
on the level of simplicial sets. 
Proof. k, is the simplicial k-algebra of [8]. The k-subgroup-scheme 
U,(n, ,..., n,) of Gl, is defined to be the fixer of the standard flag. Since it is 
a sheaf epi [4, p. 2361, px may be identified with the sheaf quotient map 
GIN -+ GIN/U&, ,..., n,), 
which is a U,(n r ,..., n,) torseur. Thus, it suffices to show that all sets of 
torseurs Z?(Am; U,(n, ,..., n,)), m >, 1, are trivial (A” is afftne m-space over 
k), for then (p,)* would be a principal Kan fibration. 
Explicitly, U,(n, ,..., n,)(R) consists of matrices of the form 
[ 
M, * M2 * . * I3 M, 0 N 
where Mi E G/,&R), n = n, + . .e + n,, and N E GIN-,(R). From this 
description, it follows that U,(n, ,..., n,) fits into a short exact sequence of k- 
group-schemes 
1 + V+ U&z,,..., n,) 2 U,(n, ,..., n,- ,) x GIN-, + 1, (1) 
where the splitting is the obvious subgroup inclusion, and V(R) is the 
subgroup of GIN(R) which consists of matrices of the form 
[‘a z;-“I. 
I, is the n x n identity matrix. As a group-scheme over k, I/ is isomorphic to 
ax *** x a (Nn - n* copies), where a is the additive group over k. The Serre 
Conjecture, together with results of [4, pp. 363, 375, 3831 and an inductive 
argument, finishes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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Observe that the sequence (1) passes to an exact sequence of simplicial 
groups upon evaluation at k,, and the splitting induces a homotopy 
equivalence 
(U,(n, 9-**> n,- I ) x Wi,-J&J = U,v(n, >..., ML). 
Thus, the imbedding 
Gl,, x GI,,? x -.. x Gl,, x GIN-, c UN@, ,..., n,) 
passes to a homotopy equivalence of simplicial groups. 
Let c:kN-ikN+’ be the vector space map which is defined by ei I--+ e, for 
1 < i < N. c induces a map 
c: F,&, ,..., n,> + FN+ ,(n, ,..., n,) 
which preserves standard flags. There are commutative diagrams of k-scheme 
homomorphisms 
UN@, ..., n,) A uN+ lb, ?***f %> 
I” ! 
G/N 4 G/N,, 
F,(n, ,...> n,) -& FM+ ,(n, 3..., n,), 
where c(R): GIN(R) + Cl,, ,(R j is the canonical imbedding, defined by 
Taking the colimit over the maps c gives a fibration 
(PA : G&J -+ Fen@, y.-.? n,XW 
with tibre U,(n, ,..., n,)(k,), and a homotopy equivalence 
W, x .a* x Gl,r x GZ)(k,) N U&z, ,..., n,)(k,) 
which is induced by inclusions. We may now prove 
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THEOREM 1.2. There is a homotopy equivalence 
F,(n, ,***, n,)(k,) = B(Gl,, x .-- x GlJk,). 
Proof. Define a simplicial set Fm(n,,..., n,)(k,) by 
&$q,.**, n,)(b) = Gl(kJ(G&,I x -a. x Gfnr x Gl)(k,). 
There are homomorphisms of principal librations 
U,(n, 3..., M&J 5 WI x -es x GZ,? x Gl)(k,) 5 (GZ,, x -.a x GlJk,) 
r ir r 
Gl(k,) = Wk* 1 -J% E(G& x -a. x GZ,Jk,) 
I (PA* 
F&l ,...,n,)(k,) + &&, ,..a, n,)(k,) * B(GZ,, x .a- x GZ,J(kz+J, 
(2) 
where pr, is the classifying map of the projection homomorphism pr. The 
restriction of i to Gl(k,) is defined by matrix maps of the form 
Mh 
This map is a homotopy equivalence, by [ 12, p. 3211, and the existence of 
the homotopy equivalence BGl(k)+ N BGI(k*) (see also [ 10, p. 691). It 
follows that there is a commutative diagram 
nnt ,@?&, -+., Wd) -L ~r,((Gl,, x ..a x GLr x W(W) 
I 
pr* 
\ I 
Pf. 
2 
IIn+ ,W%, x . . . x G&l&, 1) -+ T,W,, x .-a x W&W - 
for each n > 0, and the Theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.3. There is a homorGpy equivalence F,(n)(k,) N 
dumb.). 
To stabilize another way, define the k-vector space maps s: kN + kNt ’ by 
s(ei) = e,, , for i = l,..., N. For each k-algebra R, tensoring yields a com- 
position 
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which is denoted by sR. Define e,,R to be the composition 
Rzk&R e’@kR) k” ok R z R,v. 
Then a natural transformation s is defined by the functions 
s(R): F,,,(n, ,..., n,)(R) --t FN+ ,(n, + 1, n,,..., n,)(R), 
where 
@)(Q, ,..., QJ = (el ,R @ sR Q, ***.Y el ,R @ sR QJ 
s preserves tandard flags.’ 
Define a k-group-scheme homomorphism s: GZ,, + GI,,,, , in terms of 
matrices by 
Mt+ 1 0 
[ I 0 M’ 
Then there are commutative diagrams 
Gb,, x - * - x Glnr x GINmn ~Gl,+,xGZ,~x~~~xGZ,~xGl,~~, 
n n 
U,(n, ,..., n,) S. UN+ ,tn, + 1, n,,.... n,), 
U&q ,..., n ) --L UN+ ,(n, f 1, n,,..., n,) 
r I? 
GIN --% Gh+, 
I 
PX 
I 
P.T 
F&, ,..., n,> --Q FN+,(n, + 1, n,,..., n,). 
The relation SC(V) = CS(U) for vectors u of kN leads to a commutative 
diagram of principal tibration homomorphisms 
c 
\ 
GL+ I 
F 
+ 
F&z, ,..., n,) - S F,,,+,(n, + 
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It follows that there is an induced map of fibrations 
Gl(k*) s+ W4 
I 
(PA * 
I 
(PJ * 
F,(n, ,**-, n,)(kd-L4 F&l + I,..., n,)(k,), 
with the map 
(sx l),:(Gl,,x .‘a x Glnrx Gl)(k,)+ (Gl,,,, x --. x GZHrx GZ)(k,) 
induced on homotopy fibres. Using the naturality of the diagram (2), the 
map 
s* : F,(rtl )...) n,Xk,) + F,h + lv-, MW 
may be identified with 
(s x l), : B(G),, x .-- x GlJk,) + B(GZ,,+, x --a x GE,J(k,) 
up to homotopy equivalence. Define the functors Foo(oo, n,,..., n,) and a by 
F,(m, n, ,..., n,) = b(F,(n, ,**., n,) * F,(n, + l,..., n,)), 
z = h(Gl,,, -a Gl,, 1). 
we have shown 
LEMMA 1.4. There is a homotopy equivalence 
F&m n,,..., n,.)(k,) Y B(Gf x Gl,,* x ..+ x GZJk,). 
COROLLARY 1.5. F,(k,) N Bz(k,). 
Consider the commutative diagram 
WV --LGZ,+,L...-GI 
I I 
GI ---h Gl 
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of group-valued functors on M,, where 
a = lim lim Cl,. -- 
LEMMA 1.6. c* : GZ(k,) + GZ(k,) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof There is a commutative diagram 
W&J s* Gtv, ,(k,) 
of simplicial group homomorphisms, where cP is conjugation by a suitable 
permutation matrix P. Thus, the stability range of s* in homotopy groups is 
the same as that of c* so that, in particular, the diagram 
xi(Gldk* 1) - n,(G~(W) 
I 
C* 
J 
C* 
ni(GfN+ ,(k*)) + ni(Gl(k*)) 
consists of isomorphisms if 0 < i < N - 2 [9]. This is true for all N. Q.E.D. 
Observe that one may show that s* : Gl(k,) -+ Gl(k,) is a homotopy 
equivalence in the same way. 
The main result is 
THEOREM 1.7. The spaces BGl(k,) and Fm(a)(k*) are homotopy 
equivalent. 
This follows easily from the previous assertions. 
2. POLYHEDRA 
Let L be a finite simplicial complex, thought of as a member of the 
category S of simplicial sets, and let k be an arbitrary field. The k-algebra 
A”L of O-forms of L is defined to be the set 
A”L = S(L, k,) 
of simplicial set homomorphisms from L to k, (see [ 7, 11 I). The affme k- 
scheme corresponding to the functor Sp(A’L) is reduced and of finite type 
over k. Its irreducible components are in bijective correspondence with the 
maximal simplices of L, via techniques of [ 11); each such component is an 
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affine space A” over k, where n is the dimension of the corresponding 
maximal simplex. 
Let Z?,(A’L) denote the kernel of the rank homomorphism 
rk:K,(A’L)-+Z. 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 2.1. Let k be a field and let L be a finite simplicial complex. 
Then there is a bijection 
yL : [L, BGl(k)+] E x;,(A’L). 
In what follows, the set of homotopy classes of continuous maps 
[L, BGZ(k)+ ] is identified with the set of simpficial homotopy classes 
[L,F,(ao)(k,)]; this presents no problem, since F,(co)(k,) is a Kan 
complex. 
Recall [7] that there is a natural simplicial set homomorphism 
rL:L -, SP(A~L)(W, 
which is defined for x in L, by setting I;I~(x) equal to the composition 
A”L&40A”~k,=k[x ,,..., x,], 
where i,: d” + L classifies x and the isomorphism is canonical. Let Sch, 
denote the category of schemes over k, thought of as a full subcategory of 
the functor category M,E. qL may be used to define a function 
q: Sch,(Sp(A ‘L), X) --t S(L J$kiz)) 
for arbitrary k-schemes X in such a way that cp associates to a k-scheme 
homomorphism f: Sp(A ‘L) -+ X the composition 
L 3 Sp(z4 ‘L)(k,) -% X(k,). 
rp is clearly natural in L. 
The first step in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is to show that rp is a bijection. 
This is seen to be true without difficulty in the case where L is a standard n- 
simplex A”,or a finite disjoint union of such. The general case follows, by a 
standard inductive argument, from 
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LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that L is a union of subcomplexes L, and L,. Then 
the commutative diagram 
SP(AO(L, n L,)) - SP(A~L,) 
(3) 
Sp(A’L,) - Sp(A’L) 
is a pushout in the k-scheme category. 
Proof. Applying A0 to the diagram of inclusions 
L,cTL,d L, 
gives a pullback diagram of k-algebras 
A”L - A’L, 
A’L, - A’(L, C-I LJ, 
in which all homomorphisms are surjective, since k, *pt. is a trivial 
tibration of S (see [ 11, 71). It follows that the topological space diagram 
underlying (3) is a pushout. Letfdenote an element of A”L and its images in 
A’L,, A’L,, and A’(L, nL,). Then localization at f gives a pullback of k- 
algebras 
(A”L), - (AoLAf 
I I 
(A oWr+ (A”(L, nb)), 
in which all homomorphisms are surjective, since 
(A”L)f=~ (A’LSA’L) 
as an A’L-module, where xf is multiplication by J: A patching argument 
shows that the canonical diagram of k-algebras 
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is a pullback as well, where U is an arbitrary open subset of Sp(AOL) and 
V= i;‘j;l(U) in Sp(AO(L, nL,)), since all of the schemes are affrne. Thus 
(3) is a pushout in the category of ringed spaces. Observe that the same 
argument shows that the diagrams 
SP@ o(JL)f) - SPVO&) 
are pushouts of ringed spaces as well. The desired result follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3. (p induces a bijection 
P* : M$(Sp(A”L), x) 3 S(L, X(W) 
for all finite simplicial complexes L and all filtered colimits of k-schemes X. 
For each k-algebra R, let P”(R) denote the set of isomorphism classes of 
finitely generated projective R-modules of rank n. There is a natural 
surjective function 
r, : F,(n)(R) + P”(R) 
which is induced by the assignment 
5 gives rise to a natural surjective function 
rL : S(L, F,(n)(k,)) -+ P”(A’L) 
in view of Corollary 2.3 and the Yoneda Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that 
A?CK 
n ni 
A”cL 
is a pushout of finite simplicial complexes. Then the inclusion i induces a 
bijection i*: P”(A’L) +” P”(A OK). 
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ProoJ Consider the commutative diagram 
F,(n)&) is a Kan complex, so that the induced map on the left is 
surjective, whence i* is surjective. Take P and Q to be rank n projectives 
over AOL, and suppose that there is an AOK-module isomorphism 
8:P@A°K+Q@AoK. P@A’Ay and Q@AOAr are free of rank n over 
A ‘A r, since their preimages P 0 A ‘Am and Q @ A ‘A” are free over 
AOArn = k[x, ,...) x,], by the Serre Conjecture. By Corollary 2.3, 13 x A”Ay is 
classified by a map A: + GZ,(k,), so that it lifts to an isomorphism 
f?*:P@A”Am+Q@AoAm of A”Am- modules. Thus, using the commutative 
diagram of A’L-modules, 
O-P- (P@A’K)@(P@A’A”) - P@A’A; 
I 
eoe* 
I 
tlOA”.Z~ 
O-Q- (Q@A°K)O(Q@AoA”) - QOA”A;. 
together with the exactness of the horizontal rows [ 13, p. 201, one sees that P 
and Q are isomorphic. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let f, g: L + F,(n)(k,) be homotopic simplicial set 
maps. Then tL(f) = tL(g) in P”(A’L). 
Proof: The standard inclusions do, d’: L + L X A’ induce isomorphisms 
P”(A’(L x A’)) + P”(A’L), which must coincide since they have a common 
right inverse. Q.E.D. 
There is a commutative diagram 
WA oL)(k,) = 
do (El)’ 
Sp(A’L)(k*) x A’ ~xi Sp(A"LW+J x k, zSp(A'L o',k,t,)(k,) 
I 
XI 
dl 
I 
( Co) 4 
Sp(A”L)(k* 1 SP(A~LW,), 
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where x, E k[x,] = k, and .si(f) = i, i = 0, 1. It follows that a split projective 
subobject h: Q -+ (A’L [t])” determines a homotopy between the simplicial 
maps Jo ,f, : L --P F,(n)&.) which are represented by the subobjects 
f, : Q Oaom A OL + (AOL)N, f, : Q O,m.,t, A”L + (AoLIN 
coming, respectively, from the A’L[t]-algebra structures E, and so on A’L. 
Now write R = A”L and suppose that i: P-r RN and j: P-1 RN are distinct 
split imbeddings of the rank n projective P in RN. Form the commutative 
diagrams 
PORR[tl “-(PORR[~l)OV’OdW 
~pO’i;rj XR 
(P@RR[t])@(P@RR[t]) (iO’)O(jO1)+(RN@RR[f])@(RN@RR[t]) 
I 
PTR 
I 
PTR 
f’@R R [f] 
j@l , RNC3RR[ll 
where A is the diagonal map, s is a splitting for j, i @ t is the composition 
P@RR[t]%RN@RR[t]& RN @R R [cl, 
and xt is multiplication by t. Then the top composition is a split imbedding 
of P OR R [t] in R [t] ZN and a homotopy 
where, for example, i @ j is the composition 
A similar construction shows that there is a homotopy i 0 0 - i 0 j. It 
follows that (abusing notation) there are homotopies 
i=i@O-i@j-O@j-j@j-j@O=j. 
We have shown 
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THEOREM 2.6. The map z, : S(L, F,(n)(k,)) * P”(A ‘L) factors through 
a bijection 
(rL)* : [I,, F,(n)(k*)] -, P”(AOL). 
The map P”(A ‘Z,) +S P”+ ’ (A’L) which is defined by s(P) = A ‘L @ P 
clearly fits into a commutative diagram 
IL Fco(nW*)l St IL Fc& + lP*)l 
I 
CT/)* 
I 
(*I.)* 
P”(A) A Pn+ ‘(A%). 
Formal nonsense (see [6, p. 1031) now shows that 
[I,, F,(co)(k,)] = ti (P”(AOL) A P”+‘(A”L)) 
may be identified with R,(A’L) via a map which is induced by the 
assignments 
Pw P - (AOL)‘Y 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Finally, the vector space homomorphisms 
e: k” -+ kZN, o: kN + k”‘, 
which are defined by e(e,) = e,, and o(eJ = e2i-, , i = l,..., N, may be used to 
define natural transformations 
0: F,(n) x F,(n) + F;,(2n) 
which stabilize, yielding an H-space structure on F,(oo)(k,). This structure 
may be seen to be homotopy equivalent to the usual H-space structure on 
BGl(k)+ [12]. M oreover, the bijection (r,)* becomes an isomorphism of 
groups. 
3. ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED FIELDS 
For this section, let p be a prime number and let k be an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic not equal to p. It follows from Corollary 1.3 
that F,(l)(k,) is a K(k*, I), where k* is the group of units of k. One may 
thus show, via standard techniques, that there is an isomorphism 
ff*(~,(lWd; -UPS) = z/~z[fl, 
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where t is a degree 2 generator. Recall that the variety homomorphisms c 
induce canonical inclusions F,( 1) c F,( 1). Then, as in the Introduction, one 
may formulate 
Conjecture 3.1. Under the above assumptions, there is an isomorphism 
ff”(~,(l)(k*); Z/PZ) = -%-wtll(t”)~ 
and the inclusion F,( 1) c F,( 1) induces the canonical surjection 
Z/pZ[ t] -H Z/pZ[ t]/t”) on mod p cohomology. 
Now K,(k; Z/pZ) would be computed as follows. 
First of all, observe that dropping the jth element of an r-tuple (Q, ,..., Q,) 
defines a k-scheme homomorphism 
Pj : F,(n, ,-, n,) + FN(n, , . . . . nj + nj+ 1 ,..., n,) 
for j = I,..., r - 1. pi preserves standard flags, and commutes with the maps 
px. Each px induces a surjective fibration on the simplicial set level, by 
Lemma 1.1. Thus, the induced map 
is a fibration as well. pj also commutes with c, so that there is an induced 
map 
which also passes to a fibration of simplicial sets. Observe, finally, that there 
are commutative diagrams 
Urn@, T-e, n,> 3 Um(nl ,..., nj + nj+ 1 ,..., n,) 
r ! 
Gl = Gl 
I 
PX 
I 
Pr 
FAn,,..., n,) --JL F,(n, ,..., nj + nj+ , ,..., n,) 
G4, x ... x G1, x Gl,+, x ... x Glnr x Gl c U,(n ,,..., n,) 
I 
IXdXl 
I 
(Pj) * 
Gin, x *** X Glnj+nj+, X *** X Glnr+o,U,(n,,..., nj + nj+, ,..., n,), 
where d: Gl,; x Gl,,+, c Gl,j+,,j+, is the diagonal imbedding. 
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Now consider the tower 
F,(l)..., l)+J+F,(l)...) 1,2)3 
*.*_flL,F,(l,n- l)LF,(n). (4) 
In the case of pi, the libre over the standard flag x E F,(n)(k) is a copy of 
F,,(l). There is also a commutative diagram 
F,(l) 
1’1 
F,(l,n- 1)~ P2 F,(l) 
I 
PI 
F,(n) 
(5) 
where P&?~ y QJ = Q, 3 and the inclusion F,,(l) 4 F,(l) is canonical. In 
order to find the homotopy libre of 
(Pj>* :F,(l,***, n -j)(k,) + F,(l...., 1, n -j + l)(k,), j> 1, 
observe that, by the proof of Theorem 1.2, there are commutative diagrams 
F,(L..., 1, n -j&J L Fm( l,..., 1, n -.WJ 
I 
(Pj) * 
I 
M,) * 
F,(L..., 1, n -j + I)(k,) A Fm( l,..., 1, n -j + l)(k*) 
Fm( l,..., 1, n -.W*) --=-+ B(GI, x ... X GZ, X G/n-j)(k*) 
1‘ 
(Pj) * 
I 
(1 Xd), 
Fm( l,..., l,?l-j+ l)(k*)Z F(G1, X ... X Gl,+ 1 -j)(k*)+ 
B(G1, x Gl,-,)(k*) 6 F,(l, n -j)(k,) A F,(L n -j)(k*) 
I 
d, 
I 
(PI)* 
I 
(PI)* 
BGln + 1 -j(k* 1 aF,(n + 1 -j)(k,)A F&n + 1 -j)@*)- 
Since the classifying space functor preserves products, one sees that 
replacing d, by a fibration shows that the tibre Fj of (JJ~)* is homotopy 
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equivalent to FnPj+ i(l)(&), and that there is a commutative diagram of 
cohomology rings 
H* (Fj ; Z/pZ) LZ H*(Fn-j+ t(lNk*); z/Pz) 
T T 
(can)' 
H*(F,( I,..., 1, n -.w*); z/Pa - H*(F,(l)hJ; Z/PZ). 
If Conjecture 3.1 were true, then the fibration form of the Leray-Hirsch 
Theorem [ 15, p. 3651 would imply that the induced map 
(pi)*: H*(Fm(l,..., 1912 -j + l)(k*); Z/P-q 
-+ H*(Fm(l,..., 1, fJ -j)(k*); Z/PZ) 
is injective, and this for all pj in the tower (4). This would yield an injection 
H*Wh&J; Z/pZ> + z/pz[f, ,..., t,], (6) 
where deg(t,) = 2 for i = l,..., n. 
Suppose that k is the field C of complex numbers and consider the 
diagram 
qc* x . . . x c*y +L B(C* x ... x C”) 
I 
j 
I \ 
BGZ,(C)‘oP - BGW > - BGZ,(C,), 
where the spaces on the left are the classifying spaces for the respective 
topological groups and all maps are induced by inclusions. The map i 
induces an isomorphism on modp cohomology and j induces an 
isomorphism 
H*(BGL,(G)‘oP; Z/pZ) z Z/pZ[o, ,..., un], 
where uj is the jth elementary symmetric polynomial in the polynomial ring 
z/pqt, ,***, t,]. Applying H* yields 
(7) 
H*(BGl,(C)““; Z/pZ) --+ H*(BG&); Z/pZ) - H*(BGI,(C *); Z/pZ), 
in which the map on the right is injective since it is a factor of the 
homomorphism (6). All of these maps of graded rings stabilize degreewise, 
so that there are isomorphisms 
H*(BWC); Z/N) = H*(BGI(C,); Z/pZ) g Z/pz[a,, a,,...] 
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It follows that the map 
H*(BGf(&)‘oP; Z/pZ) + H*(BGf(C); Z/pZ) 
is isomorphism as well, so that the map BGI(C)+ +BG1(C)‘OP of H-spaces 
induces an isomorphism of modp homotopy groups. 
Let k and L be algebraically closed fields with k c L and char(k) fp. 
Conjecture 3.1 implies that this inclusion induces an isomorphism 
H*(F,(l)(k,); Z/pZ) z H*(F,(l>(L*); Z/pZ,. 
The Leray-Hirsch Theorem applied to p, in diagram (5), together with an 
inductive argument, then shows that there is an isomorphism 
H*(BGE,(k,); Z/pZ) E H*(BGf,(L,); Z/pZ). 
Thus, the H-space map BGf(k)’ + BG/(L)’ induces an isomorphism on 
mod p cohomology and hence on mod p homotopy groups. 
In view of well-known computations for the algebraic closures of finite 
fields [2] and the calculation for @ above, this completes the calculation of 
the modp K-theory of an arbitrary algebraically closed field k, subject to 
Conjecture 3.1 being true. Explicitly, 
and 
K2i(k; ZlpZ) = ZlpZ 
K,i+ ,(k; Z/pZ) = 0. 
for i > 0. If p # 2, then K,(k; Z/pZ) has the structure of a polynomial ring 
over Z/pZ on a degree 2 generator. 
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